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Spherical Functions on a Real Semisimple Lie Group. 
A Method of Reduction to the Complex Case 
MOGENS FIXNSTED- JENSEN” 
The spherical functions on a real semisimple Lit group (w.r.t. a maximal 
compact subgroup) are characterized as joint eigenfunctions of certain differential 
operators on the corresponding complex group. Using this, several results con- 
cerning the spherical Fourier transform on the real group are reduced to the 
corresponding results for the complex group. 
1Vhen the group in question is a normal real form, this leads to ncv and 
simpler proofs of such results as the Plancherel formula, the PaIcy \Viener 
theorem and the characterization of the image under the spherical J:ollrier 
transform of the Z,‘- and l,‘-Schwartz spaces. In these proofs neither an: 
knowledge of Harish-Chandras c-function nor the series expansion for the 
spherical function arc used. 
For the proof of the main result some analysis of independent interest on 
pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces is developed. Such as a generalized 
Cartan decomposition and a method of a&y-tic continuation between t\vo “duxl” 
pseudo-Jiiemanni;ltl symmetric spaces. 
I. INTRODUCTIOS 
This paper is de\roted to the proof and the exploration of Theorem I .l, 
which by means of an analytic continuation characterizes the spherical functions 
on a real semisimplc Lie group G, , by some differential equations on the corre- 
sponding complex semisimple Lie group G. 
Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. Let g,, be a noncompact real 
form of g, with a Cartan decomposition. go : h,, T p,, and Cartan involution 0. 
Then u : _ k,, - ip,, is a compact real form of g, and k k,, ~- ik,, is a complex 
subalgebra of g, 
Now consider g as a Lie algebra over the reals. Let G be a Lie group with 
Lie algebra g. Let G,, , K, KU and (* be the analytic subgroups of G corre- 
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sponding to g, , k, K, and u, respectively. Let D,(K\,G) be the set of right 
invariant differential operators on K\G. Let C=(K\G/U) denote the set of 
C”-functions on G, which are left invariant under K and right invariant 
under Ii. Notice that K, and 0’ are maximal compact subgroups of G, and G, 
respectively, and that K is noncompact. 
THEOREnl 1.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
spherical functions p on G, w.r.t. K,, , and the set of fmctions # on G, which 
satisfy the following diSfeerentia1 equations and invariance conditions: 
t,h E P(K\G,‘C), rCr(e) = 1 
o* = w for all D ED~(K\G), where A, E Cl, 
(1.1) 
such that for all x E G, 
cp(xu(x)-1) == t/(.x). 
This theorem enables us to “lift” many questions related to analysis w.r.t. 
the spherical functions on the real group GO , to analogous questions concerning 
the spherical functions on the complex group G (w.r.t. U). Since the spherical 
functions on the complex groups have several simple expressions in terms of 
elementary functions, many questions are much simpler to handle on these 
groups. Theorem 1.1 enables us to give new and simpler proofs of several 
theorems concerning the real groups GO . 
It is then not so much the results we prove for G, that we find interesting, 
as it is the whole structure of the proofs, the new framework in which we can 
relate the spherical functions on the real groups with the spherical functions 
on the complex groups, and finally the theory w*e develop in order to obtain 
these results. 
In the following we briefly outline the content of the paper. In Section 2 
we hare gathered some notation and a review of some known results concerning 
spherical functions. In Section 3 we treat in some detail the spherical Fourier 
transform on a complex semisimple Lie group. We prove the inversion formula, 
the Plancherel formula and the Paley-Wiener theorem. The main purpose 
of this section is to demonstrate that the complex groups are easy to work with, 
and that it therefore makes sense to reduce from the general case to that case. 
In the course of the proof we run into a simple formula for the volume of a 
semisimple compact Lie group U, with maximal torus T: 
vol( u) =2T)(1;2)dimW 
This formula has been found independently by Fegan and McDonald [3]. 
In Section 4 we develop some analysis concerning pseudo-Riemannian sym- 
metric spaces G/H, where G is an arbitrary real semisimple Lie group and H 
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is a noncompact fixpoint group of an involution. We eslablish a Cartan decom- 
position for G/H (Theorem 4.1) which was mentioned without proof in [4]. 
We use the Cartan decomposition to elaborate on a duality, introduced by 
Berger [l], between two such pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces G/H 
and G”/Ko. The results obtained have independent interest with regard to 
pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces. We use them in the beginning of 
Section 5 to derive Theorem 1.1 above, which is just the special case, where 
K\G and Go x G,/d(G,) play the role of the two dual pseudo-Riemannian 
symmetric spaces, (d(G,) is the diagonal subgroup). 
If $ satisfies (1.1) then 
@(x) = s, I dx (1.2) 
is a spherical function on G w.r.t. ZJ. This together with Theorem 1.1 establishes 
a mapping from the set of spherical functions on Go into the set of spherical 
functions on G. We identify this mapping in terms of Harish-Chandras para- 
meters for the spherical functions (Theorem 5.5). Using this mapping we can 
find the spherical Fourier transform on Go , as a “part” of the spherical Fourier 
transform on G (Theorem 6.1). 
We then prove the Paley-Wiener theorem for G, , provided that Go satisfies 
a certain condition (6.8). This condition is obviously satisfied, when Go is a 
normal form, and we prove it for Go/K0 of rank one. This proof of the Paley-- 
Wiener theorem does not use any knowledge of the series expansion of the 
spherical functions, nor any knowledge of the Harish-Chandra c-function. 
It is a simple reduction to the complex case. 
Our approach works particularly well when G,, is a normal real form of G. 
In Sections 7 and 8 we restrict our attention to the normal forms. We prove 
the inversion formula and the Plancherel theorem (Theorem 7.3), still without 
using the series expansion of the spherical functions, nor any knowledge of 
the c-function. Our formula for the Plancherel measure for Go/K, takes the form: 
&(A) = 2tlj2)dim a 
~oW2 .rr,(Y2 s, @dh) dh . 4 h E a,*, (1.3) 
where no is the product of the positive roots and @,, , A E a*, are the spherical 
functions on G. Since Harish-Chandra has shown that dp(h) = 1 c(A)I-~ M, 
(1.3) is a new formula for the c-function. We obtain a formula dual to (1.2): 
pA(xa(x)pl) = 2(1/2)dim a 
ro(~o)-’ I 4412 “ON2 j-K @2~(4 dk XEaz, (1.4) 
for the spherical functions on Go . 
We also give simple proofs of the theorems, which characterize the spherical 
Fourier transform of the L1- and L2-Schwartz-spaces. The only known proofs of 
these theorems are fairly involved and difficult. 
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Section 8 is used to prove that the integration over K in (1.3) is allowed. For 
any specific group it is very easy to prove, by just looking at the root structure. To 
give a proof, which is independent of classification, is a little more technical 
and requires an inductive procedure, which essentially is due to Schmid [25] 
and developed further by Vegan [28]. Th e p roof we give was kindly suggested 
to us by D. Vegan. 
In Section 9 we make a few comments on the representation theoretic aspects 
of our method. In Section 10 we consider the special case of SL(2, R). 
2. NOTATION AND A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE THEORY 
OF SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 
Notation 
Except for Section 4, where a separate notation is used, the notation will be 
as follows: 
g is a complex semisimple Lie algebra, g, is a noncompact real form of g, 
with Cartan decomposition g, = k,, + p, and Cartan involution u. u = k, + if0 
is a compact real form of g, and K = k, + i/z,, is a complex subalgeba of g. 
Letg = u + a + n be an Iwasawa decomposition ofg, theng, = It, + a, + n, , 
where a, = a n g, and n, = n n g, , is an Iwasawa decomposition of g, . 
Write the Cartan decomposition of g: g = u + p, where p = iu = p, + ik, . 
The real, resp. complex, dual of a is denoted by a*, resp. as, similarly 
for a, . As for the Killing form one should be aware that the Killing form B, 
on g, is just the restriction of the complex Killing form B’ of g, where as the 
Killing form B of g, as a real Lie algebra, is 2B’. This means that the Euclidean 
structures on a, , induced by B, and B, are different. We shall write ( , )@ 
and 11 //a for the scalar product and norm induced by B, on a, , and (1 , ), // I/ for 
the scalar product and norm induced by B on p. So in particular 
II H II: = 4 II H !I2 for all HE a,. (2.1) 
Let a, denote the orthogonal complement of a, in a. Then we shall embed 
a,* in a* by extending h E a$ to be zero on a,. Similarly we also embed a* in 
p*, the dual of p. If h EP* we denote by XA the element in p, determined by 
(h, X) = (X, , X) for all X up. If h E a* we often write HA instead of X, . 
Let HA0 be the corresponding notion for (a$, ( , )3. u,* and p* have Euclidean 
structures induced by these dualities. In particular 
iHA0 = HA and II X II,” = 2 il X II2 for all XEaz. (2.2) 
Extend ( , ) and ( , ). to complex bilinear mappings on pg , resp. (ao)*, .
Let d be the root system of the pair (g, a), i.e., A is the restricted roots for 
the real Lie algebra g, such that in particular each rootspace g”, a: E A, has 
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dimension m, = 2. Let il,, be the root system of the pair (8, , a,,). Then 
A, = (a jog 1 a E A, iy jcIa -+ 0). Also A,. {#.x :ll,z ]a E A, (~(a,,) ~-: (0)) is a root 
system on IE~~ . Corresponding to the Iwasawa decomposition of g, there are 
natural choices of positive WTeyl chambers ai and n(;r, and positive root sy-stems 
A I-, A,’ and A,--. We define 
p = & c m,a :: c a!, PO = 2 L I52 nw and 
‘Then 
0 
p z-= 2(po + pJJ. 
Let W, IV,, and WI< be the Weyl groups of A, A, and A, . Let IV’ == {s E 111, 
~(a,) =- a,,]-, then ([29, vol. 1. Prop. 1.1.3.31) we have 
W(, = W’1’W,. . (2.3) 
Define a* ! = {X E a* i lS,, E al) and at ’ =-- (h E Q$ 1 H,)O E a,,+). 
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let K, U, .4, A:, G,, , k;, , =1, , 
and Ai, be the analytic subgroups corresponding to K, U, a, n, go , k,, , a, , and ll,, 
By the Iwasawa decomposition the mapping (k, a, n) + kan is a diffeomorphism 
of U x A x N onto G and of K,, x A, x No onto Go . Let for N E G, [1(z) t a 
be determined by x E U exp(H(x)) N. (If x E G,, , then H(X) E u,,). Let - 
A,,7 = exp(u,+). The Cartan decomposition 
Go -= KoAo-k; (2.4) 
-- 
asserts that for each x E G, , there exists a unique a E A,+ such that x E &,a& 
It can be shown (using [13, S, Theorem 6.101) that the set CW(K,,:,,G,JI(,,) of 
KU-biinvariant C”-functions on G, , via restriction to A, , is in bijective corre- 
spondencc with C$,(/lo), the set of Wo-invariant C”-functions on -i-2,, Similarly 
with G -: Lizr:. 
D(G), D(G,), D(G,Ir;), D(G,,/K,) etc. shall denote the algebras of left invariant 
differential operators on the respective groups or homogeneous spaces. D,(G), 
D,(K\G) etc. are the corresponding notions for right invariance. Z(G) =: 
D(G) n D,(G) and Z(G,) = D(G,) n D,(G,) are the centers of D(G) and 
D(G,), respectively. 
As a general reference to the structure of semisimple Lie groups and Lie 
algebras, we refer to Helgason’s book [13]. In particular we refer to Chapter X 
for the basic properties of spherical functions. 
Normalization of measwes 
It is important to keep straight the normalization of the measures. Here we 
give a complete list. 
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1. On compact groups the total mass is one: 
n 
I 
dk = I, 
s 
au = 1. 
. Ko u 
2. The measures on p, , p,* , a, and a,” are normalized such that the Euclidean 
Fourier transform is an isometry. The metric being induced by he Killing 
form. (I.e., the measure is given by the volume element times (2n)-o~9)” 
where d is the dimension of the space.) 
3. Let rU ,6, , and J,, be the functions defined for HE a, by 
n”(H) == n ((a, H))“,l, S,(H) = 2’0 n (sinh(cc, H>‘)ma, 
6 40 CKE A”+ (2.5) 
J,(H) 1 2-7o6&H) r,,(H)-‘, 
where I,, = Case; m, = dim n, - : dim KO/MO . j,, is the Jacobian of the expo- 
nential map Exp: p, -+ G,,/rCO , and extends to an Ad(&) invariant strictly 
positive function on p, . Ma is the centralizer of A, in K,, . Let ~a be the Lie 
algebra of M,, . The metric on KO/MO is induced by -B, on mol. We shall 
need the following integral formulas for f~ C,.( p,) and f~ C,( p$) 
j f(x) dx = YO j j f@W W no(H) dk dH 





.f@) d/i = ~a 1 *L j fW*(k) 4 no@) dk dh 
% Ko 
(2.7) 
where ro(h) = no(Hno), and y0 = (2~)-(~/~)~0 vol(K,/n/l,). 
4. The Riemannian metric on Go/K0 is induced by the Killing form on p, . 
The measure is the volume element normalized by 2zor;1, such that 
j, ,K f(x) dx = 2”‘y;’ f f(Exp X) Jo(X) dx’ 
0 0 * PII 
=i s 
f(k Exp H) 6,(H) dk dH, 
a,+ Ko 
for f E Cc(GoIKo). 
(23) 
5. The measures on Go and on Go x GoId are normalized such that 
jGof(x) dx = I, ,K jK f(xk) dk dx = j f(.q-') d(x, 14 (2.9) 00 0 C,,XG,‘d(Go) 
forfE C,(G,). 
,80/30/r-S 
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6. Everything above applies, of course, to G, U, p, a, etc. instead of G, , 
k’o,PO,~“, etc. 7r, 6, J, y, 1 are defined correspondingly. 
By Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 5.1 the measure on K\G can be normalized 
such that 
r (2.10) ‘GO& 
forfE CcWo x K,\G, x G&(G)). 
Finally the measure on K is normalized such that for f E C,(G) 
(2.11) 
Spherical Functions 
Recall that a spherical function y on G, w.r.t. Ks is defined by: 
P E W&\GIK,), de> = 1 
Dv = bg, for all D eD(G,/K,,), where A, E C. 
(2.12) 
Harish-Chandra has characterized the spherical functions by the following 
integral formula: 
dX) = f 
e<iA-oO,H(sk)) & 
, XEG,. (2.13) 
- Ko 
Here h E (aO)*, , and P)~ = qu. if and only if h and p are conjugate under W,, . 
It is known that h - ho (determined by (2.13) and (2.12)) for each D is a poly- 
nomial function on (a,)“, , and that 
L = 40?~?” t (PO 3 POM (2.14) 
for the Cassimir operator W. 
Let G,^ denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible, unitary represen- 
tations of G, . Let G,^(K,) denote the subset of class-one representations 
w.r.t. KO , i.e., 7~ E G,*(K,) if and only if there exits a vector o, # 0 (unique 
up to a scalar), in the corresponding Hilbert space, such that r(K,) leaves 
v,, fixed. There is a one-to-one correspondence 7~ ts 9, between G,^(K,) and 
the set of positive definite spherical functions, such that v(x) = I/ v, lie2 x 
(% > T(X) v,) for all x E G, . 
The regular representation of G, onL2(G,/K,,) d ecomposes as a direct integral 
over G,^(K,), with constant multiplicity one. The corresponding measure 
dp on G,^(K,,) is called the Plancherel measure for G,/K,, . In order to determine 
dp, it is enough to decompose L2(KO\GO/KO) according to the positive definite 
spherical functions. This has been done by Harish-Chandra in [9-111. We 
describe briefly his results: 
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In [9] he gave a series expansion of qua with leading coefficients c(sh), s E lVa . 
The function c(h) was explicitly determined by Gindikin and KarpelevZ [8], 
as a meromorphic function on (u,)*, . Let now for x E G, , 1 x I0 be defined 
as the K,,-biinvariant function, satisfying 1 exp H j,, = (1 H IJO for HE a, . Define 
the spherical L2-Schwartz-space Ya(G,) by: 
P(G,,) = {fe C”(Ko\Go/Ko) j VA’ E N, D E D(G,): 
sup (1 + I x loIN I W(4l dV < + a>. 
EC" 
(2.15) 
Let Y&, (a,*) be the subspace of the usual Schwartz-space on @ of rapidly 
decreasiig functions, consisting of W,-invariant functions. 
Define the spherical Fourier transform f-f* by: 
f -@I = !-GofW A(X) dx, (2.16) 
for h E u$ and f E Y2(G,,), (or when ever well defined). 
THEOREM 2.1 (Harish-Chandra). (i) The spherical Fourier transform is a 
bijection of .P(G,) onto Yw,(u$). If # E Ywfi$) then the inverse spherical Fourier 
tvunsform f is given by 
f (4 = j” ++ ~0 VA(X) I c(~)I-~ dk for x E Go . (2.17) 
a0 
(ii) The spherical Fourier transform extends by continuity to an isometry 
of L2(Ko’,,Go/Ko) onto L2(uzf, / ~(h)/-~ dh). 
A shorter proof of part (ii) of this theorem has been given by Helgason- 
Gangolli-Rosenberg avoiding the most difficult part of Harish-Chandras 
proof, i.e., the inductive procedure in [lo]. Elaborating on the expansion for 
the spherical function, but still relying on [9] Helgason and Gangolli in [15], 
[6] (see also [16, pp. 37-391) proved the following Paley-Wiener theorem: 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) The spherical Fourier transform is a bijection of 
Cea(KO\GU/KO) onto the space &‘(a:) of functions in Sp, (a,*), which are the 
restrictions to a$ of entire functions of exponential type on (a,!*, . 
(ii) Furthermore f E C,m(K,,\GO/K,J h us support in a ball of radius R if 
and only iff N extended to (aJ$ has exponential type R. 
Finally- Rosenberg [23] noticed, that the proof of Helgason-Gangolli can be 
twisted so that it does not rely on Harish-Chandra [lo]. Instead one proves 
(2.17) directly for functions in C,m(K,,\G,,/K,,). 
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It should be noted that part (i) of Theorem 2.1 does not follow in this wa!-. 
This part of the theorem has been generalized by Helgason [16] and Trombi- 
Varadarajan [27] to the spherical LP-Schwartz-spaces 0 --: p ‘+ 2: 
Here we just comment on the cast p =m- 1. Let (‘,, be the convex hull of the 
set (spa / 9 E IV,,} in a,” . Helgason Johnson [ 181 has &own that 
THEOREM 2.3. q,, is bounded if and only if h t a; .- iC”, 
From this follows easily (see [16, p. 28-311) that if fc Yl(G,), then f*(A) 
is well defined for h E- u$ + iC,,” , holomorphic in the interior and rapidly 
decreasing in the appropriate sense. These conditions are also sufficient: 
THEOREM 2.4. The spherical Fourier transform is a bijection of lL(G,) 
onto the space ZO,(u,*) of W,,-invariant, rapidly &creasing holomovphic functions 
in the tube a$ -I- iC”, . 
For G, of real rank one or for G, complex this was proved by Helgason [16]. 
In general it was proved by TrombiLYaradarajan [27], by a very complicated 
inductive procedure, generalizing Harish-Chandra’s method in [lo]. 
Finally we should point out that everything said concerning spherical func- 
tions on G, w.r.t. A’, , also covers the pair G, U (which is just the special case 
where g, has a complex structure). In order to distinguish between the spherical 
Fourier transform on G and on G, , we shall write QA, A E u$ for the spherical 
functions on G, and F + FA for the spherical Fourier transform on G. hgain 
we point out, that all the above mentioned theorems are much simpler to prove 
for G than for G,, in general. 
3. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS ON THE COMPLEX GRO~JP G 
In this section we shall gather some features, which are specific for the com- 
complex case, and we shall prove the inversion formula, the Plancherel theorem, 
the Paley-Wiener theorem, and a slightly weaker form of the U-Schwartz- 
space theorem. 
The spherical functions on G w.r.t. U has the following two formulas, besides 
(2.13), (see [17, pp. 31-321): 
(3.1) 
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for il E a; and H E a, (when there is a singularity the formula should bc intcr- 
preted by continuity). 
T’(A) =- n (a, H/l> and 6’(H) .= fl (2 sinh(cr, H)), 
mEA+ tiEA+ 
(i.e., (vT’)~ = 71 and (6’)? L 6, since ~2, =: 2 for all a Ed). 
Since Qn(exp H) is J&‘-invariant in both (1 and II, we can extend it to a 
Ad*( t’) x Ad(U) invariant function on p* x p, as such it is given by the 
following formula 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) Let F E Ccm( t.‘\GjU) and x E G, then 
F(x) = j F”(A) Q/,(x) &)-’ n(A) d/l 
a*+ 
(3.3) 
(ii) The spherical Fourier transform z’s a bijection of Ccm( U\GIU) onto 
x(u*). 
(iii) It extends to an isometry of L2( U\G/U) onto L*(a*+, r(p)-l n(A) d/l). 
Proof. Let %r and s2 denote the Euclidean Fourier transform on p and a, 
respectively. From (2.8) and (3.2) it follows easily that 
P-(A) = 21y-lSl(F . J”“)(A), lkpg. (3.4) 
Now the Euclidean inversion formula, combined with (2.7) and (3.2), gives 
for XEp: 
F(exp X) =L 2-lyp 1 F”(A) @,(exp X) r(A) dA. 
a** 
(3.5) 
From (2.8) and (3.1) it follows, using S’(sH) = det(s) 6’(N) and ~‘(sfl) == 
det(s) n’(A), that 
F”(A) = $&(F * S’)(fl), lIea& (3.6) 
and by the Euclidean inversion formula combined with (3.1) that for H E a: 
(3.7) 
This proves (i). 
Comparing (3.5) and (3.7) we find y = 2’1izrl(~‘(p))-r. 
Now let H( p*) be the space of Ad*(U) invariant, entire, rapidly decreasing 
functions of exponential type on p “@ . Then the Euclidean Paley-Wiener theorem 
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and (3.4) shows that F --f F^ is a bijection of C,%(C\G/U) onto &( p*). Since 
the restriction of a function in %( p*) to uz belongs to #(a*), we have proved 
that F” ~&?(a*), if FE C,m(U\G/U). Now assume + ~&?(a”). Define F by 
(3.3), then by (3.6) and the Paley-Wiener theorem for 9a it follows that 
H - F(exp N) 6’(H) is in C,=(u). (3.8) 
It follows from [13, X, Theorem 6.101 that $I extends to a unique Ad*(U)- 
invariant Schwartz-function onp”. Then (3.4) tells us that F . J1jz is a Schwartz- 
function on p. In particular is x’ -+ F(exp X) in CZ( p). Combining this with 
(3.8) we find that the restriction of F to A is in C,%, since {H E a I S’(H) :/- 0) 
is open and dense. This implies that FE Ccm( U\GlL’), which finishes (ii). 
The Lz-isomorphism now follows from (i) and (ii) in the usual way, or b! 
the L2-theory for g1 and (3.4). Q.E.D. 
Remark. In the course of the proof we have seen that y = 2(1~z)z7r’(p)-1. 
Recall that y = (2~)-(ri~)~ vols(U/T). Where T is the centralizer of a in U, 
thus T is a maximal torus. The volume is taken with respect to the Killing form 
B on g = u + iu, considered as a real Lie algebra. Thus the Killing form on u 
is +B. If we use the volume induced by that, we find since 1 =: dim U/T, 
vol( q _ prr)W2)dim u/T m;+ (01, PYvoV’7. (3.9) 
(Here (01, p) has the same value, whether we take p = &?&o+ 201 and ‘, , > 
w.r.t. R, or we take p = &Caen + 01 and ( , ) w.r.t. $B, i.e., whether we consider 
g as a real or a complex Lie algebra.) See Freudentahl and Vries [5, p. 2021 
and Warner [30] for similar formulas. 
A couple of remarks should be made here. The c-function for G is given by 
c(A) = rr’(p)/n’(i/l), such that (3.3) is a special case of (2.17). 
Another way to prove (ii) of Theorem 3.1, would be to prove dircctlp that 
any 1+5 E Z(u*) of exponential type R has a unique extension to a function in 
Z( p*), also of exponential type R. This can be done along the following lines: 
Let P, ,..., P, be a set of algebraically independent homogeneous generators 
of IU( p*), the U-invariant polynomials on p*. The restrictions to a*, p1 ,..., Ei, 
generate &,(a*) (see [13, Chap. Xl). Write $(A) = Cy a&(/l) ..* P,“,%(d), 
n~u~.DefineIfonp$by 
Since Pi on p* is Ad*(U) invariant, it follows that P, on p: is Ad*( U)c invariant. 
But the action of Ad*(U), on pz , is the same as the action of G on g. Now the 
result follows from Lemma 3.2, which we state without proof. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let for X ~g, X = Xl + iX, , where X, , X2 E u. For any 
X ~g, there exits an H = HI + iH, E a + ia in the closure of the G orbit of X, 
such that /I HI 11 = inf(lj(Ad(x) X), // / x E G}. 
We have not proved Theorem 2.1(i) for the complex group G. It seems to 
be necessary with Harish-Chandra’s inductive procedure for that. This is 
however easier for the complex groups, where (3.1) is essentially the series 
expansion of @,, . The following slightly weaker theorem is an immediate con- 
sequence of the fact that the Schwartz-space is preserved by the Euclidean 
Fourier transform 9r , formula (3.4) and the fact 
F E Cc-( U\G/ U) 
(wF)(exp X) = J(X)-1/2L(F . J1j2)(X), 
where L is the Laplacian on p. (Recall that @a = J-lj2.) 
:[17, p. 321) that for 
x EP, 
THEOREM 3.3. The spherical Fourier transform on G is a bijection of 
Y:(G) = {FE C=( U\G/U) 1 VN, ME N u (0) 
x sup (1 f j x I)” I c?F(x)] Q,‘(x) < +a} (3.10) 
XSG 
onto &,(a*). 
But we do not know any a priori proof, that 9a2(G) = P(G). Finally we 
remark that Helgason’s proof of the corresponding result for P(G) 
(Theorem 2.4) is a simple reduction to the Y2(G) result. 
4. ANALYSIS ON PSEUDO-RIEMANNIAN SYMMETRIC SPACES 
Let, in this section only, g denote an arbitrary semisimple Lie algebra over 
[w of noncompact type. Let 7 be any involutive automorphism of g. Then 
[l] there exists a Cartan involution o of g, such that ~CI = 07. Let g = h + q, 
resp. g = R + p, be the decomposition of g into +I and -1 eigenspaces for T, 
resp. O. Since 7 and (T commute, g decomposes into the direct sum of vector- 
spaces: 
g=hnk+gnk+hnp+qnp. (4.1) 
Let g, be the subalgebra fixed under the involution ~7, i.e., g, = h n k + q n p. 
Clearly g, and h are reductive Lie algebras, with Cartan involution given by the 
restriction of (T. 
Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g, and finite center. Suppose 
that 7 extends to an involution of G, (U always extends). Let GO, Hand K be the 
analytic subgroups of G corresponding tog, , h and k. Notice that K is a maximal 
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compact subgroup of G. If g, is not semisimple, then let gh :- [go , g,] denote 
the semisimple part and c0 the center. Let a,, be maximal Abelian in gj, n p, 
then a, = ui + c0 n p is maximal Abelian in g,, n p = q n p. Now choose 
a positive W’eyl chamber ui’ in uh , and define a; .mm ~6’ )- c0 n p. Let IV, be 
the Weyl group of (G, , a,), define -4, =: exp(u,) and & = exp(u$). Notice 
that by (4.3) below, it is easily seen that K n His connected. We can now extend 
the Cartan decomposition (2.4) to the reductive group G, to give 
G, = (K n H) A,‘(K n H). (4.2) 
As with (2.4) P(K n H\G,,je n H) can be identified with C$O(A,). 
The homogeneous space G/H becomes a pseudo-Riemannian symmetric 
space, with the metric induced by the Killing form on q. We shall need the 
following generalized Cartan decomposition. 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) G r= KATH, OY more precisely: 3’0~ every x E G theve - 
exists a unique a E A,,+ such that x E KuH. 
(ii) The set C”(K\G/H) is in bijective correspomlence, via restriction to z40 , 
with. the set Cz.O(AO), of W, invariant Ca-functions on A,. 
Proof. h n p is a Lie triple system contained in p, i.e., [A, [I*, Z]] E h n p 
for all S, Y, ZE h np. By a theorem of 1\Iostow [22], (see also [13, VI, 
Theorem 1.41 or [21,p. 161]), the mapping 
(h, S, I') ---f k exp A exp Iv (4.3) 
is a homeomorphism of K ,x: (I n p A /t. n p onto G. A simple argument (set 
[21, pp. 160-1611) shows that this is actually a diffeomorphism. So in particular 
for each 3: E G there is a unique X E q n p, such that 
s E K exp X exp(h n p). 
Using (4.2) there is a unique a E p, such that 
(4.4) 
exp(S) E (K n N) u(K n H). (4.5) 
It follows that x E KuH. Xow let a, E il,-’ be arbitrary such that x E Ku,N. 
Let k E Kand h E H be such that s : ku,h. By (4.3) we can write h =: h, esp I, 
where h, E K n H and Y E h n p. Thus, x = hh,(l~~~a,h,) exp Y, and by the 
uniqueness in (4.3) we have that h;*u,h, =- exp .\‘, and then, by the uniqueness 
in (4.5) we have that a, : a. So (i) is proved. To prove (ii) let f s C$o(Ao). 
First extend f to an Ad(k’ n E-i)- invariant function X --f f (exp X) on 4 n p 
by (4.2), then use (4.3). QED. 
Remark If H is a nonconnected subgroup with Lie algebra h of the fixpoint 
group for 7, then the theorem clearly remains true, provided G, is defined by 
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G, = K n H exp(p n p), and a,,+ is a fundamental domain for the action of IV0 . 
We now turn to describe the duality. Let g c = g -f- ;g be the complexification 
of g. Extend u and 7 to complex linear involutions of pc . Define the real sub- 
algebras of gc , dual tog, h, and k as follows: 
fJ0 = g, + i(q n k -L h. n p), h 
ho = hc n go = h n R :- i(h n p), 
ho = kc n go - h n k -I- i(q n k). 
Let u” and ~0 denote the restrictions of 0 and 7 to go. Let p” = pc n go = 
i/z n p + q n p and q” = qa: n go = iq n k + q n p. Now notice that 
(go, u”, TO, ho, R”) satisfies the same conditions that we had for (g, 7, 0, k, h) 
in the beginning of this section. In particular ho is a maximal compact sub- 
algebra of go. 
Notice that go := h n k + 2 np =- ho n ho f q” n p” corresponds to itself 
under the duality, such that a,, so-k and IV, are the same for both settings. 
Now let Gc be any connected linear group over @ with Lie algebra gc , for 
example Gc = Int(gc). Let G, GO, H, Ho, etc. be the analytic subgroups corre- 
sponding to g, go, h, ho, etc. Since C$O(Ao) is the same for both settings, 
Theorem 4.l(ii) gives an isomorphism of C”(K\G/H) onto Cx(KO\GO/Ho). This 
isomorphism turns out to preserve a lot of properties. 
In C,“(K\G/H), th e index c shall mean compact support modulo H, similarly 
in C,“(K”‘\Go/Ho) it shall mean compact support modulo K”. On G/H, resp. 
on K”\Go, we use the left-, resp. right-, invariant measure derived from the 
pseudo-Riemannian structure. Lp(K’,G/H) and Lp(K”‘~,Go/Ho) then has good 
meaning. 
THEOREM 4.2. (i) Let 9 standfor C, C, , P, Ccr. There is an. isomorphism 
{h;.f‘ of P(K\G/H) onto 9-(K”\Go,‘H ) O uniquely detevmimed by the condition 
f(x) = f 7(.x) fey all x E Go . (4.6) 
(ii) If the measure on K”\,Go is multiplied by a suitable positizle constant, 
then f + f” extends to an isometry of L~‘(K’,G/H) onto Lp(K”\Go/HO) for 
l<p<ccI. 
The only thing left to prove is part (ii). Since the proof of that uses the next 
theorem, we shall first state and prove that. 
Let I(p), resp. I( p”), I(q), and I(pO), denote the algebras of Ad(K)-, resp. 
Ad(KO)-, Ad(H)-, and Ad(H”)-, invariant polynomials on p, resp. p”, q, and 90. 
By [13, X, Theorem 2.71 the symmetrization mapping defines a linear one-to-one 
mapping of I(p) onto D,(K\G). It is clear that any Q E I( p) has a unique 
extension, called Qc , to I( pc), i.e. to a Kc-invariant polynomial on the complex 
vector space p, , and that Q -+ Qc is an isomorphism of I(p) onto I(pc). 
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Similar remarks hold for po, q, and 40. Now since pc = pc” and Kc = Kca, 
we have hereby defined a bijective linear mapping n -+ DR of D,(K\G) onto 
D,(K”\Go), and similarly of D(G/H) onto D(G”/Ho). 
I( pc) is in one-to-one correspondence with D,c(Kc\,Gc), the richt invariant 
holomorphic differential operators on Kc\Gc , “holomorphic” understood 
in the obvious way. 
THEOREM 4.3. (i) For anyf~ C;O(K\G/H) and any D E D,(K\G) U D(G/H) 
the following holds 
(Of)” = D”f”. (4.7) 
(ii) D ---f Dn is an dgebra isomorphism of D,(K\G) onto D,(K”\Go), resp. 
of D(G/H) onto D(G”/Ho). 
Proof. (i) It is enough to prove for D E D,(K\G) that 
(DfW) = (Dvw) (4.8) 
for each a E A, andfE P(K\G/H), such that f is analytic in a neighborhood of 
a in G. So let such a and f be fixed. Let Q be a neighborhood of a in Gc , such 
that f extends to a holomorphic function f c in Sz. It is clear by analytic con- 
tinuation that f c and f n are identical on Sz n Go. Now let Q E I(p), Qc E I( pc) 
and Q” E I( p”) correspond as above. Let D E D,(K\,G), DC E DRc(Ke\Gc) and 
Dn E DR(K”\GO) be the associated differential operators. Then it follows that: 
Df (x) = D”f “(x) for all x E Q n G, (4.9) 
and 
Dvf”(x) = Dcf c(x) for all x E Q n Go. (4.10) 
Since a E B n G n Go, (4.8) follows. 
Now in order to prove (ii) take D, , D, E D,(K\G), and define D = (DID$ - 
DlnD,n E D,(KO\GO). Since 11 is right invariant it is enough to prove that n 
is zero at the point e == (KO) E K@\GO. So let g E C”(Ka’\Ga) be analytic in a 
neighborhood of e. Proceeding as under (i) we can find a neighborhood Q of e 
in Gc, and a holomorphic function fc in a, such that the restriction of fc 
to Q n GO is g, and the restriction f of fc to Sz n G is in C”(K’t$G). Then we 
find similarly to (4.9) and (4.10) that 
Dg(e) = (DID$f ‘(4 - Dlc(Dzcffc)(4 = D,D,f (4 - DdD2f )(e) = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since we know that D(G/Ha) is commutative, G/HO being a 
Riemannian symmetric space (see [13, X, Theorem 2.9]), it follows from (ii) 
that D(G/H) is commutative for any semisimple (i.e., G is semisimple) pseudo- 
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Riemannian symmetric space G/H. The above proof of this is essentially due to 
Helgason (private communication). (See [20] for a more general result.) 
Proof of Theorem 4.2(ii). Let w, resp. w O, be the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
on G/H, resp. K”\Go. We can now use the “polar” decomposition of the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator in Helgason [17, p. 15 (see remark on p. 18)], 
with b’:- G/H, H := K and W := A, + to find that there exists a C”-func- ,
tion /3 on .4,,’ s.t. for all f e Ccn(K\G/H) 
and for all a E A,+ 
(4.11) 
wf (a) = /w”(a) qP’“f )(u) - /3-1’2(a) I@‘:“)(a). (4.12) 
L is the Laplace operator on A, . Similarly there is a C”-function /IO on A,+, 
such that for all f E Ccm(Ko\Go/Ho) 
~o,cof(s) dx = j- +fW Bo(4 da, 
A0 
(4.13) 
and for all a E A,+ 
WOf (a) = p;““(u)L(/3;‘zf )(a) - p~““(u)L(~;‘2)(u). (4.14) 
Clearly w” = wn, since w and w” are the restrictions of the Cassimir operator 
on G and Go, respectively. But this implies by (4.12) and (4.14) that p and /3, 
are proportional, which by (4.11) and (4.13) is what we should prove. 
Q.E.D. 
5. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS ON A REAL SEMISIMPLE LIE GROUP Go AS 
FUNCTIONS ON THE COMPLEX GROUP G 
Now we return to the notation of Section 2. So go is a noncompact real form 
of g. go = FE0 + p, is a Cartan decomposition and u the Cartan involution of go . 
Denote also by (J the extension of (J to a conjugate linear automorphism of g. 
Let 7 be the complex linear extension of (T to g. The fixpoint set for v is 
u = ho + & , for 7 is k = k, + iko , and for UT is go . 
Now we can use the results of Section 4, where the role of (g, 11, k, go ,7, U) 
now shall be played by (g, k, U, go ,T, u). The decomposition (4.1) is just 
g = K, + ipo + zAo + p, . The pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space in question 
is K\G. Fortunately the notation is consistent, except for (h, K) which is now 





The embedding of go in g’” is given by the mapping A7 ---+ (-I-, 0(-X-)). So k partirulal 
a, , as a subalgebra qf g”, is given by 
-:(H, -OH) I t-1 f a”). 
Proof. This is a straightforward computation using the following complex 
linear isomorphism 0 between gc and R x g: 
O(S, I‘) =:- i(AT - ji,y) $ s(a(l’) 4 jio(T7)), (5.1) 
for (X, Y> ~g x g. FVherej L (--l)“’ g m c , and i is multiplication by (- I)’ ” 
in g, here considered as a vectorspace isomorphism of the real space g. QXD. 
W’e see from the lemma that the dual pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space 
Go/P0 is just G,, x G,,r’d(G,). This is diffeomorphic to G,, via the mapping 
(x, 1,) d(G,) -+ cxy-l. P.2) 
Under this diffeomorphism ,F(K, x K,G;,,:,G,, ‘/ G,Jd(G,,)) is identified with 
.F(K,\G,/K,J for .F = C, C, , C,” ,P’, etc. DR(K,, x E=,\G, x G,) is identi- 
fied with D,(K(,,\G,,) g, D(G,/&,), and D(GO :r; G,,,‘d(G,,)) is identified with 
Z(G,). Thus we can restate Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 in our situation. 
THEOREM 5.2. (i) Let .F stand for C, C,, , Cca, Cm or I7, 1 . . . . p . x. 
There is an isomorphism f --f .f n of .F(K,,:.G,,/K,,) onto F(K\G/lJ) such that 
f”(X) : f (x0(x)-‘), .I’ E Go . (5.3) 
(ii) There is an isomorphism Ll - IF of DR(KO,,GU) @ D(G,iK,,) onto 
DR(K’!,G) and of Z(G,,) onto D(G/Cj), such that 
(Df)” 7 Df" (5.4) 
for all f E Ca(KO\Go/KO). 
Remark. From now on we shall identify ~(KO\G,~KO) with .F(K\GiCJ), 
an d write J’ instead off”, wher, no confusion is possible. One should notice, 
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that if W” and w are the Cassimir operators on G, and G, respectively, then 
(Wo)R -: -fw. Al so i vn is a spherical function on G,, then for HE a, f 
(~4Yexp H) == 4exp(2W. 
COKOLLARY 5.3. y is a spherical function on G,, if and au/y if 
and 
g, E C7 (K’\G/L-), y(e) -== I 
Dp, = Xop for all D E D,(K’,G) 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2 and Definition 
(2.12). Q.E.D. 
We have thus proved Theorem 1.1. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If y is a spherical function on G, , then @ E CL(U\G/C), 
de$ned by 
Q’(x) = )‘odd duiu, s E G. (5.6) 
is a spherical function on G. 
Proof. Since Z(G,) restricted to GO/K0 is contained in D(G,JKJ, it follows 
by Theorem 5.2 (ii), that @ is an eigenfunction of all 13 ED(G/U). Clearly 
@(e) = 1 and the corollary follows from Definition (2.12). Q.E.D. 
This corollary defines using (2.13) a mapping A - A from (cz,)g(mod W,,) 
into ag(mod W). In the next theorem we describe this mapping. Recall that 
a = a, l- ak , that we have embedded a,* in a*, and that p -= 2(p0 -I- pJ. 
THEOREM 5.5. For each X E (aO)$ define A E a; by 
A = 2(h - i/3/J, (5.7) 
then 
@&) = j; yi(us) du. (5.8) 
Prooj. We shall first prove this theorem for the discrete subset F of X’s 
in (a,,)$ for which the spherical function q+ is a matrix coefficient of a finite- 
dimensional representation of G, . The following properties of these represen- 
tations follow from [16, Chap. III, Section 31. If h E F, then h is purely imaginary, 
- 
so by conjugating by W,, we can assume A E F+ .= {A E F 1 ih E a$+}. E’t is given by 
(5.9) 
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If h EF+ then fl,, = ih - pa is the dominant weight of the corresponding 
finite-dimensional class-one representation E, of G, 
Let E,“, be the contragridient representation to EAo . We can take EzO to be 
L,, , where we choose an ordering “opposite” of the one for E,” , i.e., we define 
--a+ to be the positive Weyl chamber. Then E = .?L1, @ E..,O is an irreducible 
representation of G, x G, , which is of class-one w.r.t. K, Y K,, , and has 
a fixed vector for d(G,,). 
The dominant weight ofg x g corresponding to E is (A,, , -&). The spherical 
function on G, x G, corresponding to E is 
for (x,y)EGO x G,. (The fi rs equality follows from [29, vol II, I’roposi- t 
tion 6.2.2.11, in the last we have used (5.2).) Clearly (x, y) + T,,(.Y, y) = ~,,(~y-l), 
contained in Ca(K,, :< K,\G, x G,/d(G,,)), is a matrix coefficient of B. E 
extends to a holomorphic representation Ec of G x G. Let En be the restriction 
of E@ to G (embedded as in Lemma 5.1). Now by analytic continuation we see 
that (y,Jn E P(K\\Gj U) is a matrix coefficient of En. 
It is clear that En has a fixed vector for K and is of class-one w.r.t. L-. Using 
(5.9) again we see that the corresponding spherical function is D/r , with 
iA - p = (A,, -A,). Since a is embedded ing x g (see the proof of Lemma 5.1) 
as {(H, --H) HE a], we get 
d(H) - p(H) :L 24,(H) = %ih(H) - 2p,(H), 
from this follows that /l = 2(h -- z&J. As we have seen that (P)# is a matrix 
coefficient of En, we finally get 
PO) = IL, v,n(d du. 
So we have proved Theorem 5.5 for h E F. 
Now to prove (5.7) for an arbitrary h E (a,);*@ , define @,, by (5.8), then for 
each D E D(G/ U) 
where by the remark after (2.13) P, and P are polynomials. We have shown that 
if p E F then P,(p) = P(2(p - ipk)). S ince this is a polynomial identity, it holds 
for all p E (u”)F . So we can conclude that Bn and @z(APiP,) have the same eigen- 
values for each D E D(G/U), hence they are equal. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. The mapping q,, -+ @2,A-i,,,,) is injective, whenever the 
following property holds 
{P I$ I p E Lvw = Iw,(ao). (5.10) 
Proof. (5.10) is equivalent to the property that the restriction of Z(G,) 
to G,/K, is surjective onto D(G,/K,), see Helgason [14, p. 5901. This means, 
by Theorem 5.2, that the eigenvalues of q,, for all D E D(G,/K,,) is determined 
by the eigenvalues of @a,n-ip,) for all D EZ(G,,). H ence vA is uniquely determined 
by @wok) . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. (Helgason [14]). Property (5.10) holds if g,, does not 
contain any simple ideal which is a non-normal form of type E, , E, , or E8. 
EXAMPLE. Let us compute the eigenvalue A, of @a(h--iD,,) for W. We use (2.14): 
A, = -((W - id W - ipJ> + (P, P>) 
= -(KS WrJ - QPk 9 2Pk? + GhJ + 2Pk > 2P, + 2PlJ) 
= --2(Ot 90 + (PO 3 POM. 
This is twice the eigenvalue of pA for w,, , in accordance with the fact that 
(WO)R = &o, 
Now we indicate how Theorem 2.3, which characterizes the bounded spherical 
functions on G,, , can be proved by a reduction to the same theorem for the com- 
plex group G. We shall need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.8. Let h E (a& , then 
A c a,* -+- iC,, if and only if 2(h - ipk) E a* + iC, _ 
Proof. Two simple consequences of Lemma 2.5 in [18] are 
(i) If 7 E at+, then 7 E Co0 if and only if 
(‘I - PO > Wo < 0 for all HE a,+. 
- 
(ii) If 71 E u,” and there exists HE a,+ such that (7 - p,, , H), > 0, 
then 7 $ CD, . 
It follows from (2.3) that 2(ip,, - ipJ is conjugate to 2i(p, + pk) = ip under 
W. Therefore 2(iCQ0 - ipk) C iC, , and thus 2(a,* + iCO, - ipk) C a* + iC, . 
Now assume that h = 6 + i7 and 77 $ C,,, , conjugating by W, we may take 
-7 E 2. By (i) there exists H,, E a,+ such that (-7 - p. , Ho), > 0 and thus 
(2(-q + pk) - p, Ho) = (2(-17 - po), H,,) > 0. Since Ho E a,+ C 2 we now 
conclude from (ii) that -2(17 - pJ $ C, = -C, , and therefore that 
2(A + iy - ipk) $ a* + iC, . Q.E.D. 
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sow assume that h E u,” {- iC,0 , then the boundedness of ~JI~ is an immediate 
consequence of the maximum principle for the entire function h -+ v,,(g) and 
the fact that ’ QJ~+~&)~ < vi&) 1 for e E uo* , s E IV, g E G, (cf. [18, final 
remark]). 
On the other hand assume that h $ u,* -~ iC,,O , but that y,\ is bounded. Then 
by (5.8) @ja(h...iPi) is also bounded, so by Theorem 2.3 for G, 2(X ~- IpJ E a” j iC,, , 
but this contradicts Lemma 5.8. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let zi E (a,); , then y, is bounded q and or+ if @2(,,-io,,) 
is bounded. 
6. APPLICATIONS To THE SPHERICAL FOURIER '~KANSFORM ON Go/& 
Let f E I&,(K’.G/ [I) and F E I&,( U\G/ U), define :VZO f E I$,,( C’\G/ U) by 
and A%ZF E L~,,(K\gGj La’) by 
MF(x) -1 j F(hx) dh, T E G, (6.2) 
K 
whenever well defined almost everywhere. If furthermore F . f ELI(G) then by 
(2.11) and Fubini’s theorem 
1 F(x) f (.x) dx -= !,I+) I&f (2) dx == J;., %‘F(x) f (x) dx. (6.3) 
-CT 
In particular we get by Theorems 5.5 and 2.3: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let FE Li,,( ti;G/C’) and h E (a”)$ be such that AIZF is well 
defined and Frp,, E Ll(G). Th en with A = 2(X - ipk) we have 
(MF)- (A) = F-(A). (6.4) 
This holds in particular, if F has compact support, or if F E Ll and X E u$ 1 iC,” . 
We can now sudy the “real” spherical Fourier transform on G, by means of 
the “complex” spherical Fourier transform on G. As we saw in Section 3, 
this in turn can often be studied by means of the Euclidean Fourier transform. 
We shall first discuss Theorem 2.2 (the Paley-Wiener theorem) and 
Theorem 2.4 (about the spherical Lr-Schwartz space) for G, , and try to reduce 
them to the corresponding theorems for G. 
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LEMMA 6.2. (i) If F E Ccm( U\G/U) h as support in a ball of radius R, then 
MF E Cca(K\G/U) has support in a ball of radius 2112R. 
(ii) If F E P(G) then MF belongs to 
4;,l(G,) = {f~ C”(K\G/U) j VD E D(G), VN E Z+, 
x -+ (1 -I- j x I)N Df belongs toLl(K\G)). 
Proof. (ii) Recall that p = ik, $- p, , that ik, 1 p, , and that we have 
defined j LV 1, suchthatifX~pandu,,u,~Uthen~u,expX~u,~=~~X~~. 
Now it is a simple consequence of the negative sectional curvature of G/U, that 
j exp Y I < 1 exp X exp Y / forallXEpO, YE&. 
Since K =-L K, exp(ilz,) we find 
2-1’2 I y I,, = I y I < I hy i for all y E exp( p,,), h E K. (6.5) 
So assume that F E .Yl(G), then for all D E D(G) and all N E Z+ the function 
FN,&) = (1 + I x I>” DF( x is in U(G). Therefore by (2.11) the function > 
y + SK 1 FNSD(hy)j dh is in Ll(K\G), and we find for y E exp( p,), using (6.5), 
that 
I(1 + I J’ IY”NW(Y)I = 1 (1 + I Y I)” s, ThyI dh j 
< .r, I(1 + I hy I)” I Whv)l dh = s, IF~.dkd a. 
From which follows that MF E YI1(GO), and (ii) is proved. 
(i) follows easily from (6.5). Q.E.D. 
One can now ask when M is a bijection of Ccrn( U\G/U) onto Cc”(K\G/U), 
or of $l(G) onto 4;l(G,,). F or a normal real form G,, we prove this, at the same 
time we prove the Paley-Wiener theorem (Theorem 2.2) and a slight variation 
of Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that GO is a normal real form. Then the spherical 
Fourier transform is a bzjection 
(i) of C,“(K,\G,,/K,) onto X(a$), and 
(ii) of #ll(Go) onto &$(a,*). 
Also f~ C,m(K,,\G,,/KO) has support in a ball of radius R ;f and only ;f f * is of 
exponential type R. Furthermore the mapping M is a bijection 
(iii) of Ccm(U\G/U) onto Cem(Ko\GO/KO), and 
(iv) ofY(G) onto 911(GO). 
5W301I-9 
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Proof. It is easy to see that the spherical Fourier transform maps 
C;“(K,\G,/K,,) into Z(ut), and that f - has exponential type R, if f has support 
in a ball of radius R. (One uses that f - is the Euclidean Fourier transform on a,, 
of the Radon transform Ff(exp H) =: e(~*~) Jh.f (exp H . n) dn, H E a,, .) It 
is also fairly easy to show that if f ~yrl(G,), thenf- E %‘,,,(a*). (See Helgason 
[16, pp. 28-311, and notice that the partial integrations used to prove that 
(w”f) -(A) =: -((A 9, -- CPU t PO )I) ‘“f -(4 
can be carried out, integrating,f’+,n over K\G, instead of fyh over G, .) 
If now # is a function on a*, denote by i(4) the function on a$ given by 
h + #(2(h ~ ip&) (if pk f 0 on e assumes that # is holomorphic in a tube con- 
taining a$ - 2&). If $ E %‘(a*) is of exponential type R, then j(#) E %‘(a$) 
is of exponential type 21j2RR, (recall that 11 X 11” : 2i’? I/ h /I for all X E a:). Also, 
if 4 E &$a*), then by Lemma 5.8 j(4) E i%‘Ja$). We have then the two following 
commuting diagrams: 
Ccm( U\G/ U) “* ” - X(a”) 
1 
A4 1’ (6.6) 
C,=(K,\G,jK,J ‘I-” - w4 
and 
91(G) “*‘I - &(a*) 
I M 1 
j (6.7) 
4’(G) - “-” 2fq&(U,*). 
Now a, = a, I+‘, = W, and pk = 0 since G, is a normal form. Therefore j 
is a bijection in (6.6) and (6.7). In particular j is surjective. From Section 3 we 
know that “A” is bijective, and it is easy to see that “m” is injective (see Helgason 
[13, X, exercise E.l]). Thus we conclude that “N” is bijective, and that M is 
surjective. We know also that J’ is injective. So we conclude that M is bijective. 
The statement about the support follows from Lemma 6.2(i). Q.E.D. 
Remark. One should notice that this proof of Theorem 6.3 does not depend 
on any knowledge of the c-function, the inversion formula or the Plancherel 
formula for G, . It is a simple reduction to the complex case. If G,, is not a 
normal form we cannot expect 111 to be injective, but under the following two 
conditions the rest of the theorem will hold for G, , with the same proof. 
j: iP(a*) ---f LP(u,*) is onto. (6.8) 
j: ria,(a*) -+ I,, is onto. (6.9) 
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We shall below make an attempt to prove (6.8); but only obtain the following 
partial results: 
THEOREM 6.4. (i) Let & E Z(a$) be of exponential type R, and assume that 
4” is radial (i.e. invariant under orthogonal tramformations of a,“). Then there 
exists 4 E 2(u*) of exponential type 2-lf2R, such thatj(#) = &, 
(ii) In particular if Go/K0 has rank one then j: X(a*) ---f &“(a:) is onto. 
(iii) -4ssume that G,, satisfies (5.10). Let $,, E %‘(a$). There exists an entire, 
IV-invariant function 4 on a: , such that j(4) := &, . 
Before we prove the theorem we derive a simple corollary- and prove a lemma. 
COROLLARY 6.5. If G,Jk’, has rank one then 
,lf: C,=( (i\G/U) -+ C,“(K,\G,/K,,) is onto. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 6.3 and 
Theorem 6.4(ii). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let PI ,..., P, be algebraically independent polinomials on (aJc , 
such that P, ,..., I-‘,, generate I(a$), then 
@” = {(P&X) ,...) P,((X)) ( x E @‘“]. 
Proof. By assumption the mapping lY @[PI ,..., P,J ---f cI:,7il ,..., X7,,], 
defined by r(Q(P, ,..., P,)) -+ Q(Pl(X) ,..., P,(X)), is an injection. Let now 
a E Cn determine the maximal ideal $,L = (PI - al) .‘. (Plz - a,) @[P, ,..., P,,]. 
By [13, Y, Theorem 5.5(i) and Lemma 6.91, there exists a maximal ideal 
with b E @?I, such th?t L 
A, n qqp1 >..., PJ) =: qg;,). 
In other words if -1-r = 6, ,,.., -I-(, -= b,, , then P(-Yl) = a, ,..., P(,U,) = a, . 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4 (iii). Let n = dim a and wz = dim a,, . 
Let P, ,..., P,, he homogeneous, algebraically independent generators of 
I(a*), the W-invariant polynomials on a*. Let “-‘I denote restriction to a$ . 
We can assume by (5.10) that p, ,..., p,, are algebraically independent and 
generate I(a$). 
Choose a basis and write with a, E C: 
Y NEZ+ ,u,:-N 
(6.10) 
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where Y E (Z+p, h” = h”,l ... ,\‘,m and / v j = v1 -f- ... + v,~,~. Clearly Q, == 
&I=~ a$’ is a E’a-invariant homogeneous polynomial. Let yi ,..., ynl be the 
degrees of P1 ,..., P,,, . Define /( p // =-= CL1 pLiyi for TV E (Z+)rn. Now we can write 
QN = C b,P“, 
IIN=N 
(6.11) 
where b, E @ and PU = & ..* is&m. Combining (6.10) and (6.11) we get 
Now Lemma 6.6 and the absolute convergence of (6.10) imply the absolute 
convergence of 
Y,,(t) = c c but“, (6.13) 
N&Z+ llu]i=N 
for any value of the variable t E 0. 
Wethenwritefori = l,...,mandA~(a~)$ 
Pi(2(h - &“)) = 2Y”P,(X) +- R,(A); 
where R, E I(&) and degree(R,) < degree(PJ. An easy induction shows 
that we can find Qi ,..., Qr,( E I(a*) such thati Pi , i.e., 
Q,(2(X - ipr)) == P&4) for all h E (a,): . (6.14) 
The function 
#VU = Y’,,(Q,V),. . > Q,,(4) 
now satisfies Theorem 6.4 (iii). U.E.D 
Remark. Let the notation be as in the above proof. For each A in uz 
let h in (a& be such that 
P,(h) = Q&U, i = l,..., m. (6.15 
Now in order to prove condition (6.8), it would be enough to prove that there 
exist constants C, > 0, C, E [w such that 
I! Im X Ilo < Cl II Im n I! -: C, . (6.16 
If we also want the exponential type of # to be 2-li2R, if #a is of exponential typ 
R (cf. proof of Theorem 6.3), we must have C, =- 2-1/2. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4 (i) and (ii). We use the notation from the proof above 
We can assume that P,(A) rz (A, A), , then we can take Qr(A) == $,<A, A‘, -1 
2(plc, pk> in order for (6.14) to be satisfied. Since #,, is radial, only P, will occu 
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in (6.12). So for given A in u; we just have to find h E (a,$ , such that (6.15) 
holds for i = 1 and (6.16) h Id o s with C, = 2-li2. Let A = [ + in and 
x = f, f iTjo. We seek h, such that 
(h Q, = 2(/l to l/2 - I! 770 /I2 f 2K5b > 710)) 
= w44 +xp, ,Pk) 
and 
= B(ll k!l" - II 71 II2 i- 2iG,rl)) + XPA > PJ, 
2” II -q. lo = 2 ii 170 II < I! rl II + C. 
(6.17) 
Choose an orthonormal basis of a*, such that u,* is spanned by the first m basis 
vectors. Write h = (A, ,..., A,,, , 0 ,..., 0) and A = (AI ,..., A,) accordingly. 
We try to solve (6.17) with h of the form X = (to + iv0 , 0 ,..., 0), co , v. E R. 
Since (6.17) is not changed by applying an orthogonal transformation to A, 
we can assume A, = A, = *.. = A, = 0. We have then reduced the problem 
to the case of dim a = 2, dim a, = 1, and we have with Ai = & + iyi , 
i = 1,2, that 
4(&2 - To2 + 2i5,7,) = s2 - t2 + 2istc, + 4(plc , plc:,, (6.18) 
where s = ([r2 + ts2)lp, t = (7r2 -+ 722)1i2 and co = (st)-l(Eryr + t27s). From 
which it easily follows that 4rloz < v12 + v22, which is exactly what we want. 
Now since $o E X(u$) if of exponential type R we have 
sup I e -2-“2R”“!l&l)l 
‘4eaE 
< s;‘3 1 e-R”~O”o#o(X)/ < +a. 
0 5 
Therefore # has exponential type 2-1j2R. We just need to show that $ is rapidly 
decreasing on a*: but for A E a* we have by (6.18) that /j h 11: = 4 // A 112 +
2 /I pk 112, and therefore for all NE Z’, 
sup(l + II d II)” I $wl G ;;;” + 4 II Pk iI2 + 2 II h II:,” I 4o@)l Aa* ; 
< XJ. Q.E.D. 
Example. The Gauss-kernel on Go/K0 . The technique used in the proof 
of Theorem 6.4 can be used to “explicit” computations of the inverse spherical 
Fourier transform in certain cases. 
Let for t > 0, #i(X) = e-(t’2)“A”~, flea,*. 
Let g, be defined such that g,- = #ot. Then t -g, is a semigroup under con- 
volution of positive definite functions on Go . We want to compute g, . First 
define 
yP(A) = e- (t/2)(1/2(n,n)+2(~,,~~)) , for Asa& (6.19) 
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then j(y) ; #a’. Extend 4’ to a LT invariant holomorphic function on p$ by 
the same formula (6.19) with A ~pz . By formula (3.4) we find the inverse 
spherical Fourier transform G, of t/Y to satisfy 
I/,’ : _ (G,)^ =~ ~l(2’W~71’(p) G,./l,z). 
From this we deduce that (d = dim p = dim 8,) 
G,(~) L (21/2)-Otd) Tt(p)-~ t-di2e--t’i)h ze-h ff)‘d2QO(X), 
Finally using Theorem 6.1 we get 
x t G. 
g,(x) = (MG,)(x) = .I G,(hx) dh. (6.20) 
Remark. Theorem 6.1 can be used to obtain some a priori estimates for the 
Plancherel measure for GO/K,, : Ll’e choose bounded nondifferentiable functions 
F of compact support in L1( UGi LJ, whose spherical Fourier transform F^ 
does not behave better than the inverse of a polynomial on a* + iC,, (Use 
(3.4).) The Plancherel measure d;~ for G&K,, has to integrate j(F^)a. So we can 
conclude that & is a “tempered” measure. (This is indeed the case by the 
Gindikin-Karpelcvic formula for c(X).) 
7. SPHERICAL FOURIEII AKALYSIS ox A NORMAL REAL FORM 
The aim of this section is to convince the reader that spherical Fourier 
analysis on a normal form G,, is almost as easy as on a complex group. So we 
assume that G, is a normal form. We have already, in Section 6, given simple 
proofs of the Paley-IViener therem and the corresponding theorem for 
I,‘-Schwartz-functions. 
THEOREM 7.1. There exists an E > 0, such that if A E u$ , Tm A i/ < E 
and N E Z+ then N --f (1 + I x I)N O.,(x) is integrable over K. 
Beginning of proof. By (3.2) it follows easily that 
/ QD,(exup Ay)’ -< J(X)--’ .‘z et!!” : Dc,(esp Iy) eElexPsl. (7.1) 
Also h ---f Q,(h) e t!hI is a K,, biinvariant function on K, so bv (2.8) we have 
to prove 
JK Qo(k)eC!“i dh = . lo 1, eE’irilJ(T)-l,’ Jl(T) dT < + m, (7.2) 
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where J1 is the “J-function” corresponding to K. J and J1 are given by simple 
expressions involving the corresponding root structures, and Theorem 7.1 can 
be proved, by just studying these root structures. The details are left to the next 
section. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let E > 0 be as in the theorem, and Q, == {A E (a”)$ 
; Im A ii0 < (2-ri2) ~1. Define 
Then y is holomovphic in Q, . 
Before stating the next theorem, we just remark that 
Tro(h)’ = n (a, H,o)* = 01, 2HA)2 = 7r’(2A)” == 71-(2X). 
led,; 
So in particular ro(po)2 = r(p). 
THEOREM 7.3. (The Plancherel theorem and the Inversion formula.) Let 
f~ C~l-(Ko\Go/Ko), then with m(A) = 2(1’2)dima,,,(p,~)-2 r,,(A)” y(h) 
f(x) = /- f‘-(A) 9;&) y,j(A) dh, 
. u;+ 
for all s E G0 , 
f--f” extends to an isometry ofL2(Ko’~,Go/Ko) onto L2(azi, ye(h) dA). 
(7.4) 
Proof. By Theorem 6.3 (iii) there is a unique FE C,=(U\G/U) such that 
f = MF. Using Theorem 6.1, we find that F”(2A) = f-(h) for all A E a$ . So 
we can use the inversion formula for the complex spherical Fourier transform 
(3.3) to obtain (recall that a* y-= UC , but that the measure on u” is 2-‘1’*)(um” 
times the measure on a,*): 
f(e) = MF(e) = ,[ F(h) dh 
= .r, +Y .i* L F’(A) D/,(h) +‘l) d/l dh 
= 2hlz)dima 
HOW” r . “** f-0) ~(4 ~a@)’ dA. (7.5) 0 
This proves (7.4) for x = e. Now the rest of the corollary is fairly standard. 
:Briefly: Vxo E G, f”~(x) = j”Kf(~hxO) dh, (f”~)“(A) = f-(A) pn(xo); f*(x) = 
W1>, (f* *.f)V> = lf”(h)!Z, Ii ./iii = .f* *f(e) = Jfl;+ ! f”@)12 ro(A) A.) 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 7.4. For each h E Sz, , we have 
~(4 ~44 = s %W dh. 
K 
Proof. We need the following fairly simple estimate for @/, : For each 
compact subset B C G, there exists C > 0 such that 
(This can be obtained from (2.13) see [9].) Therefore by Theorem 7.1, 
x + SK D2,(hx) dh is well defined and continuous. Now proceeding as in (7.5) 
we find 
f(x) = yl’z)d*m a-irO(p”)-2 J *+f “(4 dV J %A(k4 dh & 
a0 K 
for all x E G and f E Ccm(K\G/U). C om p aring with (7.4) the corollary follows, 
since f - runs through the whole space %‘(a,*). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Using Theorem 2.1 we conclude that 
1 c(x)l-z = yo(X) == 2(1~z)dima~O(p)-2 Quip y(X), or 
(7.6) 
/ 71.&i) C(h)l-2 = 2 (l’2)dima~O(pO)-2 y(h). 
Thus y(X) is, up to a constant, the inverse square of the function b(X), introduced 
by Harish-Chandra in [9]. 0 ne should be able to prove (7.6) directly from 
formula (7.3). 
For the normal forms we can also reduce the L2-Schwartz-space theorem 
(Theorem 2.1 (i)) to the complex case: Define 
9f(G,,) = {f E C”(K\GI’U) j VD E D(G), VN E P, 
$1 -+ 1 x I)” Df . v,ol < era]. (7.7) 
THEOREM 7.5. (i) The spherical Fourier transform is a bfjection of Yc(G,,) 
onto Yw,(a$). 
(ii) M is a bijection of .f”(G) onto Y12(G,). 
Proof. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 6.4. We first prove 
that M maps Y2(G) into Y12(G,,). S o assumeF E F E P(G) (see Definition (2.15)). 
Let NE Z+ and n ED(G), then (1 1 I n: ‘)N / DF(x)i < c@&x). So by Theorem 
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7.1 the following exchange of differentiation and integration is allowed, we also 
use (6.5) and assume x E exp( pa) 
(1 + I x I)” I wf~)(~)l 
Which is what we have to prove, to see that MIJ E Yi2(G,). 
Next we observe that it is fairly simple to prove that $i2(G,) is mapped into 
YwO(a$), see [lo, pp. 59225961. We then look at the commutative diagram 





9,2(G) -- “-” 9&“(l&. 
Clearly i is bijective since a, = a and W,, =: W, and the Theorem follows. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. We should explain the relationship between the various definitions 
of the LP-Schwartz-spaces, p = 1 or 2: 
9~ defined in (2.18) using D(G,). 
YOp defined as in (3.10), using only the Laplace-Baltrami operator. 
Y1” defined as in Lemma 6.2 or as in (7.7), using D(G), considering 
@ C C=(K\G/ U). 
The spaces are clearly contained in the space 
A2p = {f E Cm(K,,\Go/Ko) i b’iV, ME Zf, 
x + (1 + 1 x 1)” w”f(~) is in Lp(G,)}. 
Which in turn is easily seen to be mapped into ;4pw0(u$) if p = 2, and into 
A$(u,*) if p = 1. So by Th eorems 7.5 and 6.3 we have Y1” = $02 = Jz2, and 
Yl’ = Y21. 
Using Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, we get 9~ = Yap. It is not quite clear how to 
prove a priori, that Yp = X2p. However, often yip or, even $2P, is enough to 
have for applications. In this connection we should notice that if definition 
Y2p is used, then our method boils down to a very simple proof of Theorems 2.1 
and 2.4 for the normal forms, since we can use Theorem 3.3 for G instead of 
Theorem 2.1. 
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8. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 7.1 
Again in this section go is a normal real form of g, go = h,, omit p,, , ZL k,, ip,, 
and g :- u -:- iu. We choose the maximal Abelian subalgebra n of p iu 
differently: First choose a, to bc a maximal Xbelian subalgebra in i/t,, , then 
extend it to a maximal Abelian subalgebra a of p, such that a u, “2 1 
where a, Cp, . A is the roots of (g, a), and A, is the roots of (k, q). Koticc that 
all roots have multiplicitv 2. We choose a \?;eyl chamber a,~ in a, I,ct -1,. 
bc the corresponding set of posit& roots. Define p, IC fgA1 + 9 L&J,. il. 
lf’e now choose a \\‘eyl chamber (I in n, such that tiPl E a’. A is the corrc- 
sponding set of positive roots. p ; Cat*, 2+! C,cJ DL. The main ingredic,nt 
in the proof of Theorem 7.1 is the following result: 
‘p -- 2p, ) 11; ;- 0. 
Proof. Let 7 be the involution of g, introduced in Section 5, then T is -~ 1 
on a, and -1 on a2 Clearlv 7 induces an automorphism N --, ni7 of J onto 
itself. It follows now easily that every root fl E .4, is the restriction p k 0 
ofanolEA.Alsoifp ‘- -A a I,,, t 
have the following splitting of Li 
, then u E A 1 if and only if /3 t A, And w: 
Remark. h ia, a, is a fundamental Cartan subalgebra of g,, 1 and the 
roots corresponding to & are the compact roots. 
The rest of the proof now goes by classification. It is simple but a little tedious. 
\Ve refer to [2] or [26] for the models of the root structures. For each type of 
root system A,, , B,, , C,, , I),, , G, , Fa , E, , E, , and E, , we list g, k, a, A, 
al , A 1, and either a+, or A,* and A (-= 0, u 0, u Q:,). It is then a fairly simple 
matter to check that H,,* E 2, and to find 
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In all the cases we have written p - 2pr as a sum over I positive, orthogonal roots, 
whose restrictions to a, are also orthogonal (I =II dim al). From this the property 
of the theorem follows. 
{e, ,..., e,} shall denote an orthonormal basis in Euclidean n-space. The dual 
space is identified with UP, such that (t, ei) = ti for i = I,..., n. In several 
cases we have to distinguish between odd and even n. One of the cases is then 
carried on in parenthesis. 
1. 46 .n > 1. g=sZ(nrl,C), k=so(n-t l,C), ntl =2m (or 
2m + 1). 
a = {el + ... + e,+,}l C UP+l, 
d = {ei - f?j 1 i #j, i,j = I,..., ?2 + l}, 
a, = (e, + e,)l n e-e n (e2m-1 + ezm)l, (**. n ek+,,). 
Define fi = e, - e2 ,..., fm = ezTnpl - ezn, . 
4 = C&(&h &-fj> I i #j, i,j = I,..., m>, 
(.-* U {&$fi ( i = I,..., ml). 
U+ = {t I t, > -t, > t, > a-- > -t2,,,} n U, 
(... > -t,, > tBm+l} n u). 
81 =a, 0, = ul Y~~fml~ p - 2p, = fi + .‘. + f,n . 
2. B,. n>2.g=so(2n+l,@), k=so(n,@) xso(n-kl,C). 
a = a, = IP, n = 2m (72 = 2m + 1). 
d = {fei & ej 1 i # j, i, j = I,..., n} U {&ei 1 i = l,..., n}, 
d,={~eifej/i#j,i,j,<mori,j~m+l} 
U {&ei / i = m + l,..., n} (... U ($-e, 1 i = I,..., m}). 





!(t,,,, > 0) I’ 
Qz= 5, p - 2p, = e, + a*. + e, . 
3. C, . n 2 3. g = sp(n, C), k = gZ(n, C). 
a = a, = R,, n = 2m(n = 2m + 1). 
d = {&ei f ej 1 i fj, i, j = I,..., n} U {f2ei 1 i = I,..., n}. 
Define 
fi = el + en ,fn = e, - e, , 
fi = e2 + en+, ,..., 
fm+l = em - em+., 
cf 
mf2 = em I - enL+2 , fm+l = 2e,,+J ’ 
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4. D, . n ;c 4. g = so(2n, C), k = so(n, C) x so(n, C). 
A, = {&ei f ej j i # j; i, j z< m or m < i, j < 2m) (... U {*-Pi ! i f ~2)). 
a+ = t, > tnl+l > t, > tnti2 > ess > I 
i Gn 1 > 1 t, 11. 
Ntzm)! 
5. G, . k = sZ(2, C) x s/(2, C). 
a = a, = LT. Simple roots 01, /3. 
A = ktp, &(P -1~ 4, ri_(B $- 2a), i(B t- 3d M/3 t- 3a), Lt4. 
fi = p,f* = j3 r- 2 orthogonal roots. 
4 = {Ik% f(2P t 3a)). 
A,+ = {a, 2/3 + 3n), A~’ =:: {p, p + a, p + 2cY, p -i- 301,2p + 301, a]. 
p - 2p, = 2(m $- p) = fi t fz . 
6. F4. k = q(3, C) x sl(2, C). 
a = a, = R4. 
A = {&ei ; i =-- l,..., 4) u {&ei & e3 , i +j, i, j = I,..., 41 
U Mte, i e2 $ e3 i 4). 
fi = i(e, -1 e,), f2 = $(el - es) and f3 = &(es + e4). 
4 = Me, - e,)) U {+.A ifj I i ii, i,j = 1,2,3} 
u kkx 2 rt25 , Ik2fd. 
a+ = (t i t, > t, > tz > t, > 0 and t, >. t, + t, + t5}. 
p - 2pl = e, -.I e2 -+ e3 + e, . 
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Define fi = i(er -+ e,), fa := i(e, - e,), fa = I( 2 e3 7- e4), f4 = t(e, - e4). 
AI z {&ff $1 fj i F j, i, j =z~ l,..., 41 U {+2& ! i = l,..., 4). 
A,+ = {fi &fj I i <j} u {2j? i : I,..., 4). 
pl = 8fl + 6fi $- 4f3 + 2f4 = 7e, $- e2 r 3e, + ep . 
di- = (a EA (01, pr) 3 0 or ((ol, pr) y= 0 and (01, e,) > 0)). 
p - 2p, =y 2e, + 2e2 = g, 7. g, -+ g, $ g, , 
where g, = e, -+ ea , g2 =--= P, $- e4 , g, :-= e, - e, , g, = e2 - e4 Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.2 (of the proof). There exists an orthogonal system of roots 
fl ,...,.fi E A+, where 1 = dim a, , such that the restrictions of fi , , f2 to a, generate 
UT and 
/I - 2p, =f1 -; ... j-f1 . (8.2) 
If the root system is not of type B, , C, , or F4 , jr ,..., fi can be chosen strongly 
orthogonal. 
In the following we sketch a proof of (8.2) without use of classification. 
Clearly (8.2) implies Theorem 8.1. 
Proof of (8.2). Let /3 be any simple root in d+, then 
thus 
Assume that 
(P - 2P, ~B>l<B,B> G 0 for all simple roots. (8.3) 
Then (p - 2p1, a) < 0 for all 01 E d +. Now choose a simple root fiz E d-. 
Define a1 = {H / /3,(H) = 0) and d1 = {a tzd (01, fi) = 0). Then ill is 
naturally identified with the root structure of the complex Lie sub-algebra 
gl={Xcgl [K & I X+ ] = 0}, for a suitable choice of root vectors Xa, , XB1 
g1 I\ g, = g,] is a iormal Gal form of g’. go1 = gal n k, + go1 A pa == k,’ $- pa’ 
is the Cartan decomposition of g,l. Let Ki = Kc,1 + i&l, al1 = $’ n al, and 
let d,l be the root structure of (P, all). d+ induces an ordering determining 
dr+ and O:+. Let p1 = Cacdl+ U, prl = Caen;+ a. 
Then by the method of Schmid [25, Section 71 one can see tha 
{p - 2p, , Hj = (pl - 2~~1, H) for all HE ul. From Vegan [28] it follows 
that H,,,s half. It follows from the assumption (8.3) that (pl - 2pr1, p) = 
(p - 2p,, /3) < 0 for all fi E A,+. So we choose a simple root ,P E drT, etc 
After each step the dimension of ali is reduced by one. When dim uli == 1 WC 
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are left withgi = sZ(2, R), but in that case, pri = 0 and p # 0, which is a contra- 
diction to (8.3). 
Then there exists a simple root ,f?i such that 
(P - 2P, ,8X16, ,isl> = 1. 
This means that (p - 2pi - & , /3,) = 0, such that p - 2p, - /31 = p’ - 2p,l. 
Again using the induction we find that p - 2p, = pi + ... + fi, , 1 = dim a, . 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. We have to prove that there is an E > 0, such that 
@‘IIJ( T)-ljz Jr( 7’) is integrable over i/z, (see (7.2)). Where Jr(T) = 6,(T) v,(H)-l, 
W”) = IL.,+ (sinh(ol, T))2 and nl(T) = J&E++ (01, T)2. Using polar coordi- 
nates (2.6) it is enough to prove that eZIIrIIJ(H)-1/2 S,(H) is integrable over a,+. 
Now it is very easy to see that there are constants cr , c, > 0 and d E Zf such 
that S,(H) < cie(201J’) for all HE a,f, and 
J(H) > c2(l + 11 H ~j)-2de’2DvH’ for ail HE 2. 
-- 
Therefore for HE a,+ n a+ we have 
J(H)-“” 6,(H) < cic;“*(l + jj H ll)de-(‘-z’lsH). 
Theorem 8.1 then shows that we can choose E > 0, such that ecllHIIJ(H)-l/2 6,(H) 
is integrable over a,+ n a+. 
Now .1+ = UseI s(ii- i+ n >), where the union is over a subset I of W. This 
is clear if a, = a. Ifa, # a it follows, since dr = {a lo1 / 01 E d} is a root system 
on a, . If H E a,+ n-a+ and s E 1, then J(sH) = J(H), and by [9, p, 2801, p,(sH) < 
p,(H) smce H,,, E a+. We then have 
- 
which shows that ecllHIIJ(H)-1/2 S,(H) is integrable over S(aiA n a’). Q.E.D. 
9. APPLICATIONS TO REPRESENTATION THEORY 
Assume that p/1 , X E (a,)*, , corresponds to a finite-dimensional representation 
Es of G,, . Let EC be the corresponding holomorphic representation of G. Let 
* E, be the restriction to U of E. Let E,, , Ez , and E,$ be the same for the contra- 
gridient representation. Consider the representation E = EC @ EE of G x G. 
Then E restricted to U x U is just E, @ EF . Denote En the restriction of E 
to Gi = {x, u(x)) 1 x E G>. 
The spherical function on U, w.r.t. Ku corresponding to E, , is just the analytic 
continuation of v,, to U. The character of E, is dim(E,) times the spherical 
function on U x U, w.r.t. d(U), corresponding to E, @ E$ . The analytic 
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continuation of this spherical function to G, is just cD~+~,,~) , the spherical 
function on G, , w.r.t. U, , corresponding to En. Thus we conclude that our 
mapping yn --+ @2(,i&ip,) .= SC- am d u is the analogue, for noncompact groups, 
of the process of associating the character to a finite dimensional representation, 
for compact groups. 
Let G,/H,, be a pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space, and Ku a maximal 
compact subgroup of G(, , as in Section 4. In general the Plancherel measure 
for G,/H, (i.e., the decomposition of the regular representation on T,“(G,IH,J 
into irreducibles) is not known explicitly. It is quite natural to think that the 
restriction C& of the continuous part of the Plancherel measure to G,^(k;) 
(the set of class-one representations), should be given by &(A) =~: c(h)i-” A, 
where the c-function is associated with the set of generalized spherical func- 
tions given by 
This is indeed true for the special case of G/K (where G is complex semisimple, 
and K is the complexification of a maximal compact subgroup K,, of a real 
form G,): 
The generalized spherical functions are by (5.5) just the set [CJ+~I : X E (a,&}. 
So the associated c-function is just the c-function for G, And the restricted 
Plancherel measure dpl is determined by decomposing the U-fix-vectors in 
L”(G/K), i.e., L2( U’,G,iK), according to the generalized spherical functions. 
But since L2( U;G/K) is the “same” as L”(&\G,jk;), we find (using Theorems 
5.2 and 5.5) that dp, is supported on the set {2(A - ipk) ( h E ~$1 and there it is 
given by j c(X)!-” A One aspect of this is that DZ(,% +“,,) has to be positive definite 
for h E a* 0 . 
If ps :T: 0 (i.e., G,, is neither a normal real form nor a Steinberg normal form), 
then this part of the Plancherel measure is not related to the unitary class-one 
principal series induced from a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. In any case 
it must be related to the unitary class-one principal series induced from the 
parabolic subgroup P,c :_ ~~~,,c)A,cN,C, where V,,’ = exp(n, 1,~ in,,), =1,," 
exp(a, L ia,) and A!&, ’ is the centralizer of a,) in G. If G, is not a normal 
real form, then P,’ . IS not minimal, and we are dealing with degenerate 
principal series. Rossmann [24] h as suggested that one uses the correspondingl!- 
defined parabolic subgroup of G, , to treat analysis on the pseudo-Riemannian 
symmetric spaces G,,/H, in general. 
10. AN ExAnfPLE, THE CASE OF SL(2, R) 
sio _ sj(2, @), g _- sZ(2, C). For our purpose we may assume G ~- s0,(3, I) 
(ws~(2, @)/(&l}), C’ = SO(3), G,, = SO&T l)( -SL(2> W~%lt. K,, =: SO(2h 
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K = SO(2) :< SO,(l) 1) and d == -‘1, = SO,(l, 1). In order to describe 
how the embeddings are it is enough to give the matrix form of K and A: 
0 0 
cos 0 sin t) 0 




0 0 coshy sinhy 
0 0 sinh y coshy 
Ft-e identify a: with @ such that (A$ log(a,)) = A . y. Then A = (Al}, 
p0 .= +, and p = 1. rO(p,) = l/4, z-,(/I) =- &A. The normalization of measures 
are such that 
for f E C,(K,\G,/K,), and 
Jc F(x) dx = SK F(a,) 4(sinhy)2 (+)“’ u’y 
1 0 
for F E C,( U\G/U), and 
IKF(h) dh = 2-3’2 Ia F(h,) dt 
-cc 
for F E C,(&\K). 
The spherical functions are given by 
‘pA(a,) = Pin-I,a(cosh 2y) = &*-““‘(2y) = &,O’(y) 
= 2FI($ + ih, & - iA, 1; -(sinhy)2), 
where P, is the Legendre function, v,, ‘aSB) the Jacobi-function (see for example 
[19]), and zF, is the Hypergeometric function. 




= 2-g,2 -37 sinh n2h 
cash 7r2h + 1 
= 2-9/2h4 TX tanh nX, 
which is in accordance with Theorem 2.1, since i c(h) 1--2 = nh tanh A. 
and thus 
y,(h) AIt- = 
27f”2 




The integral evaluated in (10.1) 1 a so occurs in Godement’s determination of 
the Plancherel measure for SL(2, R) [7]. But the fact that the integrand is the 
spherical function on SL(2, C) does not seem to have been noticed. See also 
Harish-Chandra [12], where a similar integral is used to determine the Plancherel 
measure for G,, itself. 
The mappings n/r, and M take the following explicit form: 
MJ(a,) = 2e312(sinh y)-l 1’” f(u8)(cosh 2y - cash s)-I’~ d(cosh s) (10.2) 
s.=(j 
for f EL”(K,\G,/K,), and 
MF(a,,) = 2-3’2 jS;,,, F(a,)(cosh” s - cosh2 y)-1’2(cosh s)-l d(cosP s) (I 0.3) 
for F E L1( U\G/ U). 
Since (10.3) is essentially a Weyl fractional integral of order 8, the result of 
Theorem 6.3, that M is a bijection of Ccm( U\G/U) onto C,m(K,,\G,,/KO), follows 
easily in this case (see f-19, p. 1531). 
Now formulas (1.2) and (1.4) take the following form (after a simple change 
of variables): 
2-312 2Y ==sinhy  s=. &z,)(cosh 2y - cash ~>-l’~ d cash s, (10.4) 
vA(a,) = 2r/a(n tanh mTTh)-r 
I 
sin hs(cosh s - cash ~)-r/~ ds. (10.5) 
S=IYI 
Finally we state formula (6.20) for the Gauss-kernel on SL(2, R): 
$@,) = 2-9/2t-312 jm &‘t)s*(cosh s - cash y)-1’2 ds. (10.6) 
S=IYI 
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